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NTT TechnoCross is a fully owned subsidiary of NTT, a leading telecom company in Japan and the world.
We develop and market innovative solutions by crossbreeding NTT R&D technologies in areas such as 
AI and security.  

We have lots of security specialists and provide various security solutions. One of them is Privileged 
Access Management (PAM) product "iDoperation", which is the best-selling product in Japan.

We are NTT TechnoCross



Version 3.3

Privileged access management

Simplify 
management of 
privileged access.



iDoperation supports secure privileged access and 
visualization of risk
Privileged access management is now a critical issue for companies to address.
iDoperation automates everything from granting of proper privileged access to problem 
detection to achieve a safer, more secure and efficient IT operation environment.

SECURITY

It supports the prevention of fraud by
privileged users and the 
implementation of measures against 
cyber attacks, which have become a 
major threat in recent years.

COMPLIANCE

It supports the enhancement of controls 
such as internal controls and J-SOX 
auditing, and the handling of guidelines 
such as FISC safety standards and PCI 
DSS.

COST REDUCTION

Workstyle reform and operation
outsourcing are attracting attention. 
iDoperation supports reduced 
operations in information system 
departments and outsourcing of 
management operations.



Achievements 

Japan’s leading privileged access management tool with a commanding share.

8 years in a row

Source: 2014-2021 Overview of 
Network Security Business Survey 
by Fuji Chimera Research Institute 
(FY2013-FY2020)

Market share

Source: 2014-2020 Overview of 
Network Security Business Survey 
by Fuji Chimera Research Institute 
(FY2013-FY2019)



Examples of companies using iDoperation

Companies of all sizes and in all industries use iDoperation.



What iDoperation can do
It can properly manage who receives and uses privileged IDs (administrator, root, etc.)

Manage It can visualize and manage who uses privileged IDs

Inspect It can record access logs and operation logs and regularly check use of privileged 
access

Grant It can temporarily grant privileged access based on approval



Standard targets

It can manage the following targets
iDoperation supports privileged access management of cloud services, operating systems, databases and 
virtualization software.

■OS

■Database

■Virtualization software

Amazon 
Redshift

Amazon RDSAmazon Aurora AWS Directory 
Service

AWS Management 
Console

■AWS

■Application

■Cloud

■Directory



All-in-one offering

A single package provides all the functionality required for  
privileged access management and every level of auditing.

Selectable functions and licenses

Multiple inspection functions can be combined and  
various annual subscription licenses are available.

Privileged ID 
management

Privileged ID granting Privileged access inspection

Visualize and manage
who uses privileged IDs.

Temporarily grant privileged  
access based on approval.

Inspect recorded access
and operation logs with auto ease.

1

Click to start DEMO

Temporar i l y g rant  pr ivi leged  
access based on approval .

1

Click to start DEMO

Inspect  recorded access
and operat ion logs w it h aut o ease.



iDoperation has been successful in Japan and its market is still growing due to lots of companies working 
on DX.NTT TechnoCross is now expanding its commercial service in Thailand.
We are actively looking for partners who can work together from aspects such as sales & promotion, 
ongoing support services and engineering, etc. in Thailand. 

We would like to provide necessary supports to promote iDoperation in Thailand market. If you have 
interests in iDoperation or the partnership program, please feel free to contact us.

We are looking for partner companies!

Contacts
Any questions and opportunities, please contact

MAIL iDoperation.info-ml@ntt-tx.co.jp
https://www.ntt-tx.com/products/idoperation/WEB


